LogiVALIDATION
The system for the application of
electronic validation to the parking
ticket

Advanced technologies for parking automation
In recent years, parking has increasingly been included in contexts such as Hotels and Commercial
Galleries, hence the need to facilitate customers
who, using the convenience of parking, consumed,
bought or used a service of related businesses to
the structure.
The solution? Apply a convention to the parking
ticket, defined by the manager, through a thermal
stamping on it.
The use of the "convention stamps" is now
superseded by the evolution of technology, which
allows the computer to send the code of the
discount applied by computer to the system, so
that the customer will be recognized as a discount
holder , and the amount requested will
automatically take into account the discount
applied (electronic convention ).
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Benefits of the "bip"

Through the various functions available it is possible to:

The new solution has considerable advantages
compared to the classic stamp such as: the absence of ordinary maintenance, no risk of incorrect reading or "dirty stamp" and greater speed in
the operation.

• View the status (online / offline) of the individual
terminal using the traffic light
• View the name and number of the terminal
• Easily change the IP address to make the terminals interchangeable
• Choose the convention for each terminal autonomously (multiple conventions with the same
device, unlike the old thermal stamp)

The centralization with a management software
with interface allows not to see the product only
as a convention to be applied, but to expand the
system to create real commercial and marketing
networks being able to reach operators distributed throughout the territory and being able to
equip themselves with hardware multi-tasking
able to interact with social and users.

Through this interface all standard interventions
are eliminated (change of IP address, modification
of the agreement that involved the purchase of a
new matrix ...) with a considerable saving of time
and
cost
during
use.
An upgrade was brought with the development of
the reporting interface, which allows to query the
software to get the complete list of conventions
applied by period or ticket number, useful for carrying out checks of any kind.

We provide different ways to apply conventions:
totems, barcode readers, portable devices …
Validation Advanced Interface is the new intuitive
user interface that extends the functions of the
product conventions.

The architecture foresees a central server with
the LogiVALIDATION application installed, which
on one side will communicate in the network with
the parking management system and on the
other will collect the data of the field devices
whether they are connected in Ethernet, Wifi or
LoRa. In fact, depending on the type of customer,
the specific reality and the investment budget you
can choose between different products each with
the same function but with different modes of
communication.
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